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1 EXT. KAROO HOUSE- DAY

A small quaint house in a dead end town.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Harold was born in the small town

of Barrydale, in the Karoo. His

parents had long since moved out of

Cape Town city, in an effort to

avoid the pressures of city life.

2 INT.KITCHEN- DAY

Harold’s DAD (30), a tall, attractive coloured man reads the

newspaper, his MOM (30), petite, white and pretty irons

whilst Harold sits at the table playing with a toy car.

LIVINGSTONE a basset sits at the foot of the table.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

There they lived happily until the

death of Harold’s father.

3 INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Harold (5) holds his mothers hand as she places an URN on

the mantel.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Harold’s mother died soon after, as

did Harold’s dog, Livingstone.

Harold (5) places an URN on the mantel as well as a NAME TAG

that reads LIVINGSTONE.

4 EXT. TAXI- DAY

Harold (5) looks out the back of a car as he drives away

from his house.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Harold was taken further into the

Karoo to live with his Grandmother.

5 EXT. KAROO HOUSE- DAY

Harold rings the doorbell.
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6 INT. GRANDMOTHER’S ROOM- DAY

Harold is running lines with his GRANDMOTHER(65) in front of

a wall that is covered in framed pictures of her travels and

films.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Having been a struggling but

beautiful film actress in her day

Harold’s grandmother had suffered

her fair share of disappointments.

7 EXT. PORCH- NIGHT

Harold and his grandmother sit in front of an old projection

which is projecting an old film onto the wall.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Determined to ensure her grandson

was never exposed to the harsh

realities of life she raised Harold

in isolation.

8 INT. HAROLD’S BEDROOM- NIGHT

Harold, his grandmother and KIPLING his ginger cat, sit in

Harold’s bed, reading Gulliver’s Travels.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Educating him from her wide

selection of books, her art

collection and a small box of

1950’s B-grade movies.

9 EXT. RIVER SIDE- DAY

Harold approaches a BOY(5) who is sunbathing on a stripey

towel whilst reading a comic book. Harold sits beside the

boy.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Harold’s attempt to befriend the

only local that lived in the

area...

The Boy gets up to leave without even looking at Harold

taking his towel and comic book with him.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR(V.O.)

Failed.

Harold is left alone on the river side.

10 INT. LIVING ROOM- NIGHT

Harold (25) sits at the kitchen table behind a cake, wearing

a birthday hat.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

On the eve of his 25th birthday...

11 INT. GRANDMOTHERS LIVING ROOM - DAY

Harold places an URN and a NAME TAG that reads KIPLING on

the mantel. On either side of the mantel there are two

Tretchikoff paintings.

NARRATOR(V.O.)

Harold’s grandmother tragically

died.

(BEAT)

NARRATOR(V.O.)

As did his cat, Kipling.

Harold stares at the urn for a moment. He picks it up and

sits on the sofa, he places the urn beside him, he stares at

it for a moment. He picks up a piece of cake and eats it

staring straight ahead.

12 INT. KITCHEN -DAY

Harold sits at the kitchen table drinking a cup of tea. The

urn is seated opposite him.

13 EXT. MOUNTAIN- DAY

Harold stands under a tree holding the urn.

14 EXT. OUTSIDE LAVATORY- DUSK

The urn stands outside the lavatory, Harold exits buckling

his trousers, picks up the urn and continues towards the

house.
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15 INT. GRANDMOTHER’S ROOM- DAY

Harold lies on his Gran’s bed wearing her kimono, a record

is playing in the background. The record stops and Harold

walks over to change it. He picks out a record and pulls it

out of its sleeve. As he does so, a picture falls out. He

doesn’t notice it.

He puts the record on, as he turns around he knocks the urn

off the bedside table. It breaks and the ashes cover the

floor.

Harold frantically begins gathering the ashes in his hands,

as he does so he notices the picture underneath the ashes.

He picks it up, dusts it off and looks at it closely. It’s a

picture of his grandmother in the arms of a dapper man

outside a movie theater. He flips it over and the back

reads:

1962 Woodstock, Cape Town- Opening of Harold’s bioscope

BIJOU.

Harold looks up at the wall of his Gran’s photos, the wall

is covered with photos from exotic places. He recognizes

HAROLD (30) in many of the photos.

16 EXT. BARN- DAY

Harold opens the doors to a crowded garage.

He lifts an old sheet to reveal a yellow 1950 Volkswagen

van.

17 INT. VAN- DAY

He finds the keys under the visor and starts up the van.

Harold edges the car forward , he puts a little too much gas

and the car shoots forward and stalls.

His gran’s laughter is heard and images of Harold’s gran,

flash through his mind.

18 INT. VAN- DAY

Harold lifts his head at the steering wheel and starts the

van again, it jerkily moves forward.
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19 EXT. FARM- DUSK

Harold drives away in the van, leaving the farm behind in

the distance.

20 INT. VAN- DUSK

The urn now broken and stuck back together with silver

masking tape is buckled in on the seat next to Harold.

21 EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

Harold drives down a long empty road, he comes to a

crossroads.

22 INT. VAN- NIGHT

Images of the farm, his grandmother and her life flash in

Harold’s mind, flickering like an old film on a reel, he

hears her voice and laughter.

He steps on the brake and looks at the crossroads. Worry and

terror cross his face. He slowly turns back to the farm

As he begins to pick up speed he hits something on the road.

Confused Harold exits the car.

23 EXT. ROAD- NIGHT

He sees a man lying on the side of the road. Nervously he

walks towards the man. He kneels down beside him and pokes

him. The man doesn’t move.

HAROLD

Hello?

Harold rolls the man over revealing the face of WHYNAND (30)

a tall , thin man with rugged stubble and shaggy dark hair.

Whynand woozily opens his eyes and sees Harold’s head lit by

the car lights.

WHYNAND

God?

HAROLD

No, I’m Harold, pleased to meet

you.

(CONTINUED)
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Harold holds out his hand, Whynand sits up and realizes what

has happened, he lights a cigarette.

HAROLD

Are you okay?

WHYNAND

Yeah, I’m fine.

Whynand gets up and hobbles to the side of the road.

HAROLD

Is there anything that..

WHYNAND

(interrupting)

I’m fine you can go now man.

24 INT.VAN-NIGHT

Harold gets back into his car and looks at the Urn. The Urn

looks back as if taunting him.

HAROLD

What?

A wave of doubt crosses his face, he shakes his head and

quickly turns the van around, away from the farm. He hits

something.

25 EXT.ROAD-NIGHT

Harold exits the car to see Whynand lying on the side of the

road again.

WHYNAND

(groaning)

Oh come on, you have got to be

kidding me.

Harold looks at him confused and worried. Whynand lies in

the road.

WHYNAND

I wait 3 hours for a car to come

past, it hits me twice and still

I’m alive. Thanks a lot man.

Whynand pulls the finger to the sky. Harold stands on the

side of the road looking on in shock. Whynand gets up.

Lights a cigarette and begins to pace, one foot has been

badly hurt and he has a few scratches on his face and arms

(CONTINUED)
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WHYNAND

You gonna stand there all night?

HAROLD

No.

Harold turns back to his car. He turns back to Whynand.

HAROLD

Can I give you a lift somewhere?

WHYNAND

(sarcastically)

A lift? Ha. Yeah why not, take me

back to the only woman I’ve ever

loved, oh yeah that’s right she

left me. But hey I always have my

job, those obituaries won’t write

themselves you know. I’d love a

ride back to the dark, lifeless

hole in Hell that is my life!

(BEAT)

HAROLD

Okay, but you’ll have to sit in the

back.

26 INT.VAN-NIGHT

Whynand hangs over the front seat between the urn and

Harold. There’s an uncomfortable silence

WHYNAND

What’s with the vase?

HAROLD

It’s an urn.

(BEAT)

WHYNAND

What’s with the urn?

HAROLD

It’s my mom.

Whynand looks at the urn sheepishly.

WHYNAND

I’m Whynand.

(CONTINUED)
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HAROLD

Harold.

Whynand, and Harold look out onto the road that lies ahead.

27 INT. VAN- DAWN

The sun wakes Whynand. He lights a cigarette, takes a few

pills and stares outside the window.

He sees Harold is outside asking for directions from a dark

WOMAN who is selling wood, she is wearing a green turban and

a yellow dress.

Whynand exits the car and walks into the small kiosk that is

opposite the woman.

28 INT. KIOSK- DAY

Whynand is at the till and is testing the strength of a

thick, woven rope on the counter is a package of RAZOR

BLADES, PILLS, a HOSE and a PACK OF CIGARETTES . An old

Afrikaans TELLER, stands behind the till. His WIFE sits

behind him reading a cheap romance novel.

WHYNAND

Ja, maar sal dit tagtig kilogram

kan hou? (yes, but will it hold

80kgs?)

TELLER

Selfs ’n honderd kilogram. Dis baie

goeie tou meneer. (Even a hundred.

It’s very good rope, Sir.)

Harold walks into the shop holding the urn, glances at

Whynand and walks towards the fridges.

The teller and his wife exchange a brief conversation in

Afrikaans , she points violently at the book she is reading.

Whynand is still staring at the rope trying to fashion a

noose.

WIFE

Verskoon my meneer, is meneer nie

die skrywer van die liefdesromanne

nie? (Excuse me, Sir, aren’t you

the author of this novel.)

Harold looks up from the chip isle at the exchange, Whynand

looks around embarrassed.

(CONTINUED)
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WHYNAND

Nee, dink aan iemand anders. (No,

you’re thinking about someone

else.)

WIFE

Maar meneer is hier in die boek.

Whynand Swart? (But, Sir, it’s

right here in the book, Whynand

Swart?)

WHYNAND

Dis nie ek nie. (That’s not me.)

The wife goes through some hanging beads to the back. Harold

pretends to be very interested in his chip selection,

Whynand walks over to the rope section, on the other side of

the chip aisle. Harold glances at Whynand.

(beat)

WHYNAND

What?!

Harold continues to stare at Whynand. The wife comes running

out holding another book, she walks right up beside Whynand.

She proceeds to read from the book. Whynand moves away from

her as she reads, she follows.

WIFE

Whynand Swart, author of several of

South Africa’s finest romance

fictions.Last publication:

2006,’Passie en die Prins in die

Woestyn’ (Passion and the Prince in

the Desert). Swart has not written

anything in 7 years and

is presumed to be dead.

The wife looks up from her book at Whynand, the teller looks

at Whynand, Harold looks at Whynand. Whynand looks at her

blankly.

WHYNAND

See the man you are looking for is

dead.

Whynand takes another pill and lights up a cigarette.

WIFE

There’s no smoking in this store.

Whynand walks out of the kiosk, cursing to himself.
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29 EXT.VAN - DAY

Harold comes out of the kiosk, holding a bag, he sees

Whynand trying to gas himself in the car.

Harold walks over, opens the door, revealing Whynand lying

on the seat.

Whynand lights up a cigarette. Harold gets in the car and

rolls down his window. He starts up the van and they begin

driving again.

30 INT.VAN -DAY

Harold and Whynand sit in silence. Harold looks at Whynand

in the rear view mirror.

WHYNAND

Don’t look at me like that. I

haven’t written anything in 7

years. Presumably I’m dead.

Whynand takes another pill, Harold continues to drive.

31 EXT. VAN - DUSK

Harold sits on the side of the road beside the urn eating a

sandwich.

Behind him Whynand is trying to hang himself on a tree, as

Whynand tugs on the noose he has made the branch breaks. He

kicks the branch.

He sits beside Harold, Harold offers him a sandwich and the

two eat in silence. Whynand takes another pill.

32 EXT. VAN - DAY

Harold is urinating beside the van. He hears a train coming

and looks over towards it. He looks again and sees Whynand

lying on the tracks.

The train is 50 meters from Whynand. He does not move. Just

as the train is about to hit him, we see Harold’s visibly

worried expression and then the train riding past. The train

passes to revel Whynand still lying on the tracks. It

becomes apparent that the train had changed tracks.

Whynand does not move except to light a cigarette.

Harold walks over and sits beside him on the tracks.

(CONTINUED)
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HAROLD

Whynand, right now you’re the only

person that knows my name and I’d

like to keep you around -- at least

until somebody else knows it. Do

you think you can stick around

until then?

Whynand takes a drag of his cigarette, Harold gets up and

starts walking towards the car.

Whynand opens his pill bottle only to find it’s empty. He

sits up.

WHYNAND

Harold?

Harold turns around.

WHYNAND

Where are we going?

33 INT. VAN. DAY

Harold drives the van, while Whynand holds the picture of

the cinema in his hand and hangs over the seat between

Harold and his urn.

WHYNAND

So you think this man is your

grandfather.

HAROLD

Yes.

WHYNAND

And what are you going to do when

you get to the cinema?

(BEAT)

HAROLD

I haven’t thought that bit out yet.

Whynand takes a drag of his cigarette, and stares at his

empty pill bottle which is lying next to a pen. He looks

away from the pen and the two drive on in silence.
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34 EXT. ROAD- DAY

The van drives past another car, a blond GIRL(15)wearing a

pink jumper is staring at him through the window.

35 INT. VAN- DAY

Harold stares at the woman as if he recognizes her.

36 EXT. VAN-DAY

The van drives past a sign that reads: CAPE TOWN.

37 EXT. BIJOU CINEMA- NIGHT

The van arrives outside the cinema in bustling Woodstock.

Harold parks directly opposite the cinema.

38 INT. VAN- NIGHT

Harold sees Whynand in the rear view mirror, he’s writing.

HAROLD

What are you writing?

Whynand looks up.

WHYNAND

Its a suicide note.

39 EXT. BIJOU CINEMA- NIGHT

The two exit the car, Harold clutching the urn. He looks at

Whynand with a slight smirk on his face.

WHYNAND

What?

HAROLD

You’re writing again.

Harold and Whynand look at each other for a moment. Whynand

straightens his lapels and Harold straightens his fringe.

The two stride towards the cinema. Whynand turns to look at

Harold, Harold looks straight ahead. Harold gets to the door

before Whynand.

The door is chained shut. Harold rattles the door and steps

back. He looks at Whynand.

(CONTINUED)
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HAROLD

It’s closed.

Harold sits at the foot of the door he puts the urn next to

him.

Whynand takes a breath, walks over and sits next to Harold.

WHYNAND

Sometimes..

(BEAT)

WHYNAND(CONT.)

Things are closed.

The two sit there in silence.

WHYNAND

Harold, maybe its time to...

Whynand and Harold both look at the urn.

WHYNAND

I’ll wait by the van.

Whynand walks towards the van and leans against it, Harold

remains seated and says a few words to the urn.

Harold walks over to Whynand he places an old camera on the

roof of the van and the two men face the camera.

The photo is similar to that of Harold’s grandmother.

They walk towards the van, Whynand walks towards the back

seat and opens the door.

HAROLD

Maybe you should sit up front.

40 INT.VAN -DAY

The two men sit in the front seat for a moment, Whynand

turns to Harold.

WHYNAND

Harold, where are we going?

Harold looks at Whynand, we hear the engine start up.

CUT TO BLACK


